
For the third consecutive year, Southwest

Industrial Electric has made the Inc. 5000

- America's Fastest Growing Private

Companies List!

We'd like to thank our customers, vendors

and staff for their support. Thank you all

for the vital role you've played in our

growth and success!
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Infrared thermography or thermal imaging is the use of high
tech thermographing devices, like a camera, to detect
abnormal temperature distribution within a structure or
region. 

Save money with our early bird special! 
Until the end of September, we are offering a 10% discount

on all January 2021 infrared scans. You can request to book

your scan from our website, or by calling (323)-255-6563,

be sure to mention the Early Bird Special!

WHAT IS AN INFRARED SCAN? 
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In image #1, you can see what a thermographer would see when
looking through the camera, versus what the naked human eye
sees in image #2. This is revealing an unwanted and potentially
hazardous hot spot within the electrical system.



Jesse recently celebrated his
one year workiversary here at 

 Southwest!  His prior
experience in the residential
field made the perfect fit for

him to ease into industrial
electrical projects. In the past
year, Jesse has grown into a

wonderful industrial
electrician and we love having

him on our team. 

"What I enjoy most about my job is

being able to showcase my skills as an

electrician and complete each job on

time. Also, the satisfaction I get when

you see the contacts face after the

work is completed. Working for SIE I

have the opportunity to do that. They

trained me well and I’m learning more

and more everyday." - Jesse Fernandez

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY
MOST ABOUT YOUR JOB? 

MEET AN ELECTRICIAN

Jesse Fernandez
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"Excellent, wouldn't change it for any reason unless we

absolutely had to because of some administrative thing, but I

do not see that happening, so we will come to you for electrical

services in the foreseeable future." -Rodney

"The service was excellent. Chris Perez has worked at our site

before and follows our rules and regulations while onsite. From

your front office to the techs, we never have had any issues.

Thank you! " -Guillermo

"Great service. Ricky was clean, took care of everything, very

polite, overall everything ran smoothly. Will definitely call if

anything comes up." -Nelson

"On the two most recent jobs, every thing was great! The way I

see it there is nothing to improve. Sean had all the experience

needed to get the job done. The tech feedback was great as

well from beginning to end!" -Diana

(323) 255-6563                                           WWW.SOUTHWESTELECTRIC.COM

TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR RECENT WORK

Want to learn
more about
electrical?

Click for our
Youtube Channel!


